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Abstract

Social identity and political polarization: Evidence on the impact of identity on partisan voting*

While scholars and pundits alike have been pointing to a trend of increasing partisan affect in the US, there has been very little analysis as to how partisan affect impacts the decisions of voters. We hypothesize that affective polarization may effect voting both through an expressive channel, as voters become more likely to vote instinctively, and through an instrumental channel, as voters expect candidates to take decisions that are more favorable towards their partisan in-group. To explore this hypothesis, we conduct a laboratory experiment designed to separate between the expressive and instrumental impact of affective polarization, and find evidence that affect significantly impacts subjects' voting decision through both channels. Importantly, however, we show that the instrumental impact of affective polarization depends on the underlying degree of polarization in policy preferences. Additionally, in contrast to the existing literature, our study demonstrates that affective polarization has a clear negative impact on social welfare by decreasing the likelihood that high valence candidates win elections. Lastly, we compare the impact of affect between groups that are formed using a neutral prime (minimal groups) and groups that are formed using the subjects' stated partisan identity. Surprisingly, we find no difference in voting behavior between the two treatments, implying that among a group of individuals that are otherwise relatively homogenous (university students) the impact of partisan identity is no greater than an arbitrary label.
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1 Introduction

Following the recent presidential election in the US, pundits and academics alike have expressed concern that American politics has entered a new era of partisan tribalism. While partisan identity has long been the strongest predictor of American political behavior, the increasing correlation between partisan identity and demographic characteristics, combined with the informational bias caused by individualized media “echo chambers,” point to a new level of polarization in partisan politics. In fact, existing research has highlighted that partisan political identity is increasingly taking on a social dimension, resulting in an in-group/out-group mentality that is comparable in strength to racial identity (Iyengar and Westwood, 2015 and Mason, 2015). This transformation of partisan identity into a primary social identity is arguably one of the most important recent developments in American politics. However, so far there has been little analysis as to how this divergence of affective preferences towards partisan in-group and out-group individuals impacts citizens’ most fundamental political decision in a representative democracy: how to cast their ballot.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of affective polarization on partisan voting. We hypothesize that affective polarization may affect voting through both an expressive channel, as voters become more likely to vote instinctively, and through an instrumental channel, as voters anticipate that candidates will display a partisan bias once in office. That is, in a setting where partisan groups systematically differ in their underlying political preferences and values (as is the case in the US), identity and affective polarization give voters an instrumental incentive to condition their vote on partisan identity to the extent that they expect candidates to take decisions that are in line with the preferences of their partisan in-group. In general, we show that both channels impact citizens’ voting decision and that partisan affect shifts the emphasis of political selection away from selection based on ability toward selection based on partisan identity. Importantly, however, we show that the instrumental impact of partisan affect is a function of the degree of divergence in preferences over the underlying policy space, implying that the impact of affective polarization will be the most extreme in political environments that feature a high degree of polarization of policy preferences.

To guide our thinking about the experimental design and results, we develop a formal theory

1 Affective polarization may of course also impact other areas of political behavior; e.g. for an important contribution on the expressive impact of affective (or social) polarization on political activism, see Huddy, Mason and Aarøe (2015).
that incorporates a group identity model (Charness, Rigotti and Rustichini, 2007) into a simple model of Downsian political competition. In our model, citizens choose between two candidates via majority rule. Each candidate is characterized by membership in one of two identity-groups, and by a valence term (ability). Additionally, conditional on being elected, the candidate makes an ex-post policy choice in a three-point policy space. Since candidates only receive benefits from holding office, their choice of policy is a function of their preferences over citizens’ payoffs: candidates can choose a centrist policy to maximize aggregate payoffs, or an extreme policy to favor a particular partisan group. Citizens’ payoffs are a function of both the ability of the winning candidate and the policy this candidate sets when in office. Importantly, citizens’ policy preferences are partisan, in the sense that a citizen’s partisan identity is correlated with the location of their ideal point in the policy space. Therefore, while all citizens prefer a candidate with higher valence ceteris paribus, instrumentally they will favor the co-partisan candidate to the extent that they expect candidates to select a partisan policy.

Our model predicts that partisan voting is a function of affective polarization – affective polarization implies that candidates will choose partisan policy, which gives voters an incentive to vote for their co-partisan candidate. This finding, however, is insufficient to identify an instrumental link between affective polarization and socially-inefficient partisan voting. A baseline level of partisan voting could be sustained based on purely expressive grounds: partisan cues may elicit an emotional response that causes some agents to vote against a higher-valence candidate from the out-group. Therefore, to identify the instrumental link we rely on the model’s prediction that the degree to which affective preferences influence voting behavior is a function of the magnitude of policy polarization. Intuitively, when preference polarization is low, citizens will expect the candidates to take a centrist policy if elected and hence have a dominant incentive to vote for the higher-valence candidate. As policy preferences polarize, however, citizens will expect candidates to take partisan policy positions to cater to the interests of their ingroup, in which case partisan identity becomes the dominant incentive when selecting between the candidates. Since expressive motive to vote for the co-partisan candidate does not condition on the underlying degree of policy polarization, the prediction of a positive correlation between policy polarization and partisan voting provides a clear test of the existence of an instrumental impact of group identity.

\textsuperscript{2}Several experimental studies have focused on detailing the extent of expressive voting in a laboratory setting; see Tyran and Wagner (2016) for a review.
The laboratory experiment we implement mirrors the formal model: subjects are divided into two identity groups and one subject from each group is selected to be a candidate – subjects then cast votes between pairs of candidates knowing only the candidates’ group membership and assigned ability. As in the model, subjects receive payoffs that are based on the policy selected by the winning candidate, and therefore have an instrumental incentive to condition their vote on their belief regarding the candidates’ partisan bias. Given that we induce policy preferences and a universal preference for candidate ability using monetary incentives, we are able to identify partisan voting by measuring the degree to which subjects trade off between the candidates’ ability and their identity. Additionally, to test the model’s prediction regarding partisan voting and polarization in policy preferences, we vary the probability that a citizen is assigned an ideal point in the partisan extreme. Since we do not assign affective preferences directly, we are unable to explicitly control the level of affective polarization. However, we vary whether subjects are assigned to groups randomly (i.e. a “minimal group” design) or based on a natural identity (e.g. partisan id) to create variation in the intensity of in-group affect.

Experimentally, we find that subjects express a willingness to vote for a candidate within their identity-group, even when this candidate has relatively lower degree of valence. That is, on average, subjects vote for their co-partisan candidate roughly 80 percent of the time overall, and 45 percent of the time when the co-partisan candidate has a lower ability. Importantly, we also find a positive relationship between polarization in policy preferences and partisan voting, which allows us to conclude that in-group voting is more than just an expressive phenomena – the response in voting behavior to the underlying degree of polarization in citizens’ policy preferences suggests a sensitivity of citizens to their beliefs regarding the degree of in-group favoritism displayed by the candidates.

In turn, given the actions of the candidates, this increase in partisan voting in response to the underlying degree of policy polarization is perfectly rational. That is, as predicted by the group-identity model, we find that candidates show a higher degree of partisan bias when the policy polarization is high – this pattern of bias is especially striking given that, for all allocation choices, aggregate efficiency is maximized with a purely centrist policy. Our data show that, on average, when compared to the voting behavior that would maximize individual payoffs, partisan voting is too low for high degrees of policy polarization, and too high for low degrees of policy polarization – i.e. subjects’ behavior is consistent with the model’s predictions regarding
the comparative statics, but are off on the levels. Moreover, the pattern of behavior shows that partisan voting is not purely driven by a subset of voters who always vote along partisan lines: only 14 percent of voters vote for their co-partisan candidate when the cost (in ability difference) is high and policy polarization is low, while 61 percent vote for their co-partisan candidate when the cost is low and policy polarization is high.

While the model and experiment are stylized settings, they capture salient features of political competition that are affected by social identities and polarization. Importantly, ex post policy discretion implies that citizens face uncertainty regarding which policy the candidates will select once in office. In such a setting, citizens look to cues that signal candidates’ preferences, and hence are informative for predicting the candidates’ policy choices. Absent identity cues, citizens might expect all candidates to maximize aggregate welfare and choose a centrist policy. In a setting with identity division, however, the group identity model predicts that candidates will favor policy positions that disproportionally benefit the in-group. This implies that citizens will interpret identity cues as a signal that the co-partisan candidate will select policies that are consistent with the political values and norms of the group, and hence rationally respond to these cues by voting in a partisan manner.

Therefore, while the decision situation we investigate abstracts away from many features that may influence a citizen’s voting decision in the real world, the relative control offered by the laboratory setting, which allows us to gather data on counterfactual settings that would be unobservable outside of the laboratory, gives us the ability to clearly unpack the mechanisms by which affective polarization impacts experimental subjects’ voting decision. Additionally, by comparing treatments where partisan identity is generated using a neutral prime (minimal-groups) with treatments where subjects are sorted into groups using a real-world “natural” identity, we are able to provide data on how behavior changes as we move from an artificial choice environment towards a more natural setting. Surprisingly, when comparing behavior in a minimal-group treatment with behavior in a treatment where subjects are sorted into groups using their stated partisan identity (Democrat/Republican), we find no difference in partisan voting.

One reason for the lack of an increase in partisan voting may be that the use of a natural identity triggers an social norm against discrimination that is absent when group membership is randomly assigned. In fact, we find that using a non-political natural identity in a sample
of German university students results in a slight decrease in partisan voting when compared to minimal groups, despite the fact that we utilize a real-world identity that students list as being more important than political identity. However, even accounting for this potential downward bias in when using natural identities, the difference in partisan voting between the minimal group and endogenous sorting into political identities remains small (we do find a stronger affect among students who describe themselves as “Strongly Rep/Dem”). Therefore, a potentially important implication of this finding is that, among a group of individuals that are otherwise relatively homogenous (American university students), the impact of partisan identity is not much greater than an arbitrary label.\(^3\)

### Valence, Partisanship, and Polarization

The approach we use here to study the impact of partisan affect on voting behavior is inspired by the seminal work on social identity theory by Tajfel and Turner (1979), and the large subsequent body of work within Social Psychology, Political Science, and Economics that has examined the impact of group identity on behavior (see Chen and Li, 2009 and Huddy, Mason and Aarøe, 2015 for an overview). This literature has established a seemingly natural proclivity of individuals to let their behavior be influenced by even the most minimal of group labels. Such group markers influence voting behavior in many ways. Responding to deeper attachment to a social group, individuals give more weight to group-regarding interests than they otherwise would; this socially motivated behavior is attributed to general warm-glow in-group favoritism, group equality concerns, or reciprocity, among others (Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel and Turner, 1986; Andreoni, 1989; Goette, Huffman and Meier, 2006; Bernhard, Fehr and Fischbacher, 2006; Chen and Li, 2009; Landa and Duell, 2015). Their preferences are also affected due to receiving emotional gains by conforming to group norms (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2010; Dickson and Scheve, 2006), from group status (Shayo, 2009; Klor and Shayo, 2010), or acting in conformity with those who share their identity (Bernheim, 1994). Behavior resulting from these motivations is usually labeled “expressive voting” because it is not only driven by the benefits from the indirectly influenced electoral outcome but also because it induces positive utility itself (Brennan and Hamlin, 1998; Tyran, 2004; Hillman, 2010; Hamlin and Jennings, 2011).

In a setting where identity is correlated with policy preferences, however, the group identity

---

\(^3\)One caveat is that the student body at the university where we conduct this study, Florida State University, is roughly evenly split between Dem/Rep – it is possible, either due to selection or socialization, that party id has a greater impact at universities with a more politically-homogenous student body.
model predicts that candidates will favor policy positions that disproportionately benefit the ingroup. This implies that citizens will interpret identity cues as a signal that the co-partisan candidate will select policies that are consistent with the political values and norms of the group, and hence rationally respond to these cues by voting in a partisan manner. Therefore, even if expressive voting may feature prominently in linking social identity and vote choice, shared group membership also provides low-cost informational cues (Lupia and McCubbins, 1998, 2000; Chandra, 2004), cues that are more relevant if voters are otherwise less informed (Morton, Williams and Bassi, 2011). One interpretation of the informational role of such cues is that shared social identity implies the expectation of shared interests.

No matter whether we conceptualize partisanship as manifestation of other group affiliations (Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee, 1954; Campbell et al., 1960) or as social identity in its own right (Green, Palmquist and Schickler, 2004; Greene, 1999; Huddy, Mason and Aarøe, 2015; Iyengar, Sood and Lelkes, 2012), attitudes and behaviors at the elite and popular level are in relation to this one characteristic. Without doubt, the prominence of partisanship is increasing in particular with all encompassing polarization of political parties (Fiorina and Abrams, 2008; Hetherington, 2009) and also the public is said to be increasingly polarized along party and ideological lines (Abramowitz and Saunders, 2008; Bafumi and Shapiro, 2009; Baldassarri and Gelman, 2008; Mason, 2015). Whether Americans may be simply centrist but provide polarized evaluations of polarized politicians (Jewitt and Goren, 2016; Lupton, Myers and Thornton, 2015), because elite polarization induce citizens to form opinions on political issues more confidently and with less reflection (Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus, 2013), or affective polarization of the American electorate has increased (Iyengar and Westwood, 2015; Iyengar, Sood and Lelkes, 2012) driving polarized political attitudes and behaviors among the masses, is not fully settled. Our study, however, links polarization to the occurrence of both expressive and instrumental partisan voting and, in contrast to the existing literature, demonstrates that affective polarization has a clear negative impact on social welfare by decreasing the likelihood that high valence candidates win elections.

2 Model of Affective Polarization and Political Behavior

Here we introduce a simple formal structure that reflects our experimental design, and allows us to detail the interactions between affective polarization, polarization in policy preferences, and
partisan political behavior. While the model informs our experimental strategy for separately identifying the expressive and instrumental impact of affective polarization on partisan voting, readers may also skip straight to Section 2.2 for an overview of the theoretical findings.

**Agents:** There are \( n \) agents, denoted by the index set \( N = \{1, ..., n\} \), with \( n \) even and greater than two. Agents either belong to (identity) group \( A \) or group \( B \). Abusing notation, we define group membership from the perspective of agent \( i \) when convenient; that is, \( i \) is a member of the in-group, denoted by set \( I = \{j|j \in A \text{ if } i \in A \text{ else } j \in B\} \), while all other agents, \( j \), are either in \( I \) or the out-group, denoted by set \( I^c = N \setminus I \). Each identity group has an equal number of agents (\(|A| = |B|\)).

**Actions and Payoffs:** One agent in each group is a candidate; we denote these individuals by \( c^A \) and \( c^B \). In addition to group membership, each candidate is endowed with a valence term, or ability, denoted by \( \alpha^A \) and \( \alpha^B \). Candidates receive payoffs of \( x^w \) if they win the election and \( x^l \) if they lose the election, where \( x^l < x^w \) (note that candidates only receive payoffs from holding office). After the election, the winning candidate implements a vector of policy choices, \( \mathbf{p} = (p_l, p_m, p_r) \), over an ordered three-point policy space \( \{l, m, r\} \). Each policy choice is represented by \( p_k \in [0, 1] \) and available policy choices are constrained to the set of \( \mathbf{p} \) that satisfy \( p_l + p_m + p_r \leq 1 \).

Agents who are not candidates are voters and, after observing the candidates’ group membership and abilities, submit a vote, \( v_i \), for \( c^A \) or \( c^B \) (no abstention). The winner is chosen by majority rule, and the winner affects voters’ payoffs through the following two channels:

1. **[Policy]** voter \( i \)’s payoffs are a function of the policy choice of the winning candidate, \( \mathbf{p}^w \), and the citizen’s ideal point \( p_i \in \{l, m, r\} \).
2. **[Valence]** voter \( i \)’s payoffs are strictly increasing in the winning candidate’s ability, \( \alpha^w \).

Formally, citizen payoffs are as follows:

\[
x_i = \alpha^w + v(\mathbf{p}^w, p_i), \tag{1}
\]

where \( p_i \) is the ideal point of citizen \( i \).

Since we are considering a discrete policy space, we characterize policy payoffs a simple linear function of the ideal point and the amount allocated to each \( p_k \):

\[
v(\mathbf{p}^w, p_i) = \sum_{k} v_k(p_k, p_i), \tag{2}
\]
where:

\[
v_k(p_k, p_i) = \begin{cases} 
  p_k & \text{if } k = p_i, \\
  \frac{1}{2}p_k & \text{if } k, p_i \text{ contiguous,} \\
  0 & \text{if } k, p_i \text{ non-contiguous.}
\end{cases}
\]

That is, citizens receive 1 unit of payoff for every unit of \(p_k\) placed at their ideal point, and \(1/2\) units of payoff for every unity of \(p_k\) placed at a point contiguous to their ideal point.

Consistent with our motivation, we are concerned with the case where policy is partisan, in the sense that policy preferences are correlated with identity. For simplicity, we consider the case in which policy preferences are stochastic: citizens’ ideal points are unknown prior to the election, but the distribution from which ideal points are drawn is common knowledge. Formally, for \(i \in A\), \(p_i\) is drawn from \(\{l, m\}\) and for \(i \in B\), \(p_i\) is drawn from \(\{m, r\}\). Additionally:

\[
\Pr(p_i = l|i \in A) = \Pr(p_i = r|i \in B) = q. \tag{3}
\]

This structure implies that each citizen in group \(A\) (\(B\)) has the same expected policy position (ex ante symmetry).\(^4\) Moreover, \(q\) provides a measure of the polarization of citizens’ policy preferences, where \(q = 1\) corresponds to perfect polarization in policy preferences.

**Utility:** In addition to own payoffs, we consider agents with preferences over the following two components: others’ payoffs and own actions. That is, we consider the case where agents have distributional preferences and may receive expressive payoffs based on their actions. However, to simplify the analysis, we assume that distributional preferences are only relevant for the candidates, and that voting for the ingroup candidate is the only action that generates an expressive payoff.\(^5\) Accordingly, the utility function of voters takes the following form:

\[
u^v_i(x_i, v_i, e_i) = x_i + e_i \mathbb{1}(v_i = c^I), \tag{4}
\]

where \(e_i\) is the expressive payoff for voting for the ingroup candidate; \(e_i\) is heterogeneous and drawn from a uniform distribution, \(U[0, \bar{e}]\) with \(\bar{e} \geq 0\).

\(^4\)The assumption of stochastic policy preferences is not substantive with respect to the formal model; however, it simplifies the experimental analysis substantially, since group membership correlates perfectly with expected policy preferences.

\(^5\)Including distributional preferences for voters and an expressive payoff for the candidate does not qualitatively change our results.
The utility function of the candidates is equal to:

\[ u_i^c(x_i, x^I, x^I^--) = x_i + \delta g(x^I, x^I^--) , \quad (5) \]

where \( x^I \) represents the set of payoffs of agents in group \( I \) and \( g(x^I, x^I^--) \) represents the agent’s distributional preferences. Note that regardless of the weight agents place on their distributional preferences \( (\delta) \), \( g(x^I, x^I^--) \) still plays a crucial role to the equilibrium of the model: since candidates do not receive policy payoffs, their choice of \( p^w \) is a function of their distributional preferences only. This model feature allows us to isolate the channel of impact of group identity highlighted in the introduction, since voter’s expectations over the candidates’ distributional preferences, and subsequent policy choices, determine their preferences over the candidates.

Following the literature on minimal groups in social psychology, Charness, Rigotti and Rustichini (2007); Chen and Li (2009) document that even minimal group frames can significantly skew distributional preferences to favor payoffs for in-group members. As in Chen and Li, we formalize the group identity model by allowing for distributional preferences that are a function of group membership:

\[ g(x^I, x^I^--) = \lambda \sum_{j \in I \setminus i} \sqrt{x_j} + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{j \in I^-} \sqrt{x_j}, \quad (6) \]

where \( \lambda \in [0.5, 1] \).

However, given that our aim is to test the impact of group identity, we must also define an appropriate benchmark for comparison. A natural candidate for distributional preferences is social efficiency: as highlighted in Charness and Rabin (2002), efficiency concerns can explain many experimental data, even when efficiency comes at the cost of introducing inequality. Therefore, we also consider a benchmark case of distributional preferences for ex ante efficiency:

\[ g(x^I, x^I^--) = \sum_{j \neq i} \sqrt{x_j} . \quad (7) \]

In what follows, we will characterize the predictions under both the Identity and Benchmark (efficiency) models.

\(^6\)To account for fairness considerations, we assume that distributional utility is a concave function of other’s expected payoffs (see Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). The predictions of the model are qualitatively similar with linear utility.
TIMING: The timing of the game is as follows

1. Candidates $c^A$, $c^B$ are drawn and their abilities, $\{\alpha^A, \alpha^B\}$, are publicly revealed.
2. Voters draw expressive payoffs, $e_i$, and simultaneously submit votes, $v_i$, for $c^A$ or $c^B$.
3. The winning candidate (by simple majority) chooses $p^w$.
4. Voter policy preferences, $p_i$, are drawn and payoffs, $\{x_i(p_i, p^w, \alpha^w)\}$, realize.

EQUILIBRIUM AND WELFARE: The equilibrium concept is SPNE. That is, an equilibrium, $(v, p^A, p^B)$, maximizes the candidates’ distributional preferences and, given $\{\alpha^A, \alpha^B\}$ and $(p^A, p^B)$, $v_i$ maximizes $E[u_i^c(x_i, v_i, e_i) | \alpha_w, p_w]$ for each $i$. We impose the selection criteria that, when they are indifferent, candidates choose a centrist policy and citizens vote for their co-partisan candidate; these assumptions are for convenience only, and are not substantive.

We consider the welfare criterion of aggregate expected payoffs: i.e. the first-best solution maximizes aggregate expected payoffs, $\sum^N E[x_i]$.\textsuperscript{7}

\textbf{2.1 Analysis}

We begin by characterizing the outcome that maximizes social efficiency.

**Lemma 1 (Efficiency)**

Social efficiency is maximized when candidates choose centrist policies, $p^A = p^B = \{0, 1, 0\}$, and all citizens vote for the highest-valence candidate, $v_i = c_k$ for all $i$ if and only if $\alpha_k \geq \alpha_{k'}$.

First, note that a centrist policy maximizes aggregate expected payoffs for any $q$, since payoffs are “linear” in policy. Second, given that both candidates choose the same policy, efficiency is maximized by selecting the candidate with the highest valence (social efficiency is always neutral with respect to candidate payoffs). Formal proofs of all results can be found in the appendix.

**Candidates’ Policy Choice:** Following backward induction, we begin with the candidates choice of policy, $\{p^A, p^B\}$. Since candidates do not have access to commitment and do not choose policy until after they are elected, the chosen policy has no direct or indirect impact on the candidates’ payoffs. Therefore, the winning candidate will choose $p^w$ to maximize their distributional preferences.

The following propositions partially characterize the equilibrium choices of $\{p^A, p^B\}$ under the Benchmark and Identity models.

\textsuperscript{7}For simplicity, we consider the welfare criterion of aggregate payoffs rather than aggregate utility, which would include expressive utility. However, the resulting first-best election and policy outcome would remain the same as long as $n|\alpha_k, \alpha_{k'}| > \bar{e}$.
Lemma 2 (Policy choices: Benchmark model)

If agents’ distributional preferences are characterized by efficiency then both candidates will choose centrist policies in equilibrium, \( p^A = p^B = \{0, 1, 0\} \).

Intuitively, Lemma 2 follows directly from Lemma 1.

Lemma 3 (Policy choices: Identity model)

If agents’ distributional preferences are characterized by group identity, then both candidates choose policies that are unique and weakly asymmetric, in the sense that \( p^l \geq p^r \) for \( p^A \) and \( p^l \leq p^r \) for \( p^B \).

Lemma 3 stems from the inter-group conflict over the partisan policy space: Under the group identity model, candidates put a higher weight on the payoffs of their group members, and hence will take policy decisions that favor the partisan position of their group. Relative to the efficiency model, this implies that candidates’ policy positions will move away from the socially-efficient centrist policy towards a polarized partisan policy.

Lemmas 2 and 3 highlight that the partisan policy space only becomes relevant for political behavior in a situation where candidates value a higher payoff to their group instead of social efficiency. That is, under the Benchmark model, the candidate’s group identity becomes irrelevant, and the only distinguishing characteristic is their relative valence. Under the Identity model, however, group identity is an important predictor of the decisions the candidates will take when in office.

The next result details the comparative statics of the candidates’ policy positions in the Identity model, and will be key to our strategy for identifying the instrumental impact of affective polarization. However, instead of detailing the specific policy positions of the candidates, it will be more helpful to characterize the expected policy payoffs of the voters given the equilibrium policies \( \{p^A, p^B\} \). Accordingly, we define \( \Delta^x \) as the difference in expected policy payoffs between the two candidates for a voter with group identity \( I \):

\[
\Delta^x = E[x_i|p^I] - E[x_i|p^{I^r}]
\]

Note that \( \Delta^x \) is well-defined since the equilibrium policies of the candidates are unique.

This definition allows us to formulate the following proposition:
Proposition 1 (Comparative statics of the Identity model))

For $\lambda > 0.5$ there exists $q^*$ such that for $q \geq q^*$, $\Delta^x$ is strictly positive and $\partial \Delta^x / \partial q$ and $\partial \Delta^x / \partial \lambda$ are strictly greater than zero.

The comparative statics of the model with respect to $q$ are also illustrated in Figure 1. The positive relationship between the candidates’ partisan policy-bias and polarization in policy preferences is due to the fact that as $q$ increases, the marginal benefit of partisan policy to the in-group increases, while the marginal cost of partisan policy to the out-group stays constant due to the linearity of payoffs.

![Figure 1: This graph shows the relative policy payoffs for electing the ingroup candidate ($\Delta^x$) as a function of the polarization in policy preferences ($q$), for different values of $\lambda$: 0.95 (orange, dot-dashed), 0.75 (blue, dashed), and 0.55 (red, solid).](image)

Citizens’ voting behavior:

Having detailed candidates’ equilibrium behavior under the two different behavioral models, we turn to the main object of interest: citizens’ voting decision. Note that while voting, citizens only observe the candidates’ identity and ability. While ability directly enters citizens’ payoff functions, identity only enters indirectly through the correlation between identity and policy choices. Therefore, the relationship between identity and distributional preferences is the key component used by citizens to form beliefs over the ex post policy decisions of the candidates.

Additionally, when their ingroup candidate has a lower relative ability, voters may face a tradeoff between voting expressively and voting instrumentally. In this case, the probability of influencing the outcome of the election becomes a relevant factor in the voting decision. Rather than explicitly considering the endogenous probability of being pivotal, we make the simplifying assumption that voters perceive their chances of influencing the outcome as invariant.
Assumption 1
Voters perceive their probability of being pivotal as constant and equal to $\bar{p}$.

While this assumption may be reasonable for large voting populations, it may bias the predictions of the model in small/medium groups. Therefore, we will directly account for this bias when generating predictions and comparing results across experimental treatments.

Take $\Delta^\alpha$ to be equal to the relative ability of the outgroup candidate:

$$\Delta^\alpha = \alpha^- - \alpha^I.$$

The following proposition characterizes voting behavior under the benchmark model.

**Proposition 2 (Voting: Benchmark model)**

If agents’ distributional preferences are characterized by efficiency, then citizens will vote for the in-group candidate if and only if:

$$e_i \geq \bar{p}\Delta^\alpha. \quad (8)$$

Lemma 2 shows that, under the benchmark model, the candidates will both choose a centrist policy. Therefore, the citizen’s voting decision becomes a simple calculus of comparing the expressive payoff for voting for the ingroup candidate and the relative ability of the outgroup candidate, weighed by the perceived probability of influencing the election outcome.

As implied by Lemma 3 and as illustrated in the following proposition, the voting calculus becomes more complicated when agents have distributional preferences that favor the ingroup.

**Proposition 3 (Voting: Identity model)**

If agents’ distributional preferences are characterized by group identity, then citizens will vote for the in-group candidate if and only if:

$$e_i + \bar{p}(E[x_i|p^I] - E[x_i|p^{I^-}]) \equiv e_i + \bar{p}\Delta^x \geq \bar{p}\Delta^\alpha. \quad (9)$$

Proposition 3 shows that, relative to the Benchmark model, the voting rule in the Identity model incorporates the perceived policy bias of the candidates, giving citizens an instrumental incentive to vote for their ingroup candidate.

Next, we define $\tilde{\Delta}^\alpha_i$ as the maximum value of $\Delta^\alpha$ such that voter $i$ prefers to vote for the
In the following corollary, we utilize this definition to compare the comparative statics of voting behavior under the Benchmark and Identity models.

**Corollary 1 (Voting: comparative statics)**

(i) Under the Benchmark model, \( \tilde{\Delta}_i^\alpha \) is constant for all \( q \).

(ii) Under the Identity model, \( \tilde{\Delta}_i^\alpha \) is weakly increasing in \( q \).

(iii) For \( q = 0 \), \( \tilde{\Delta}_i^\alpha = e_i / \bar{p} \) under both the Benchmark and Identity models.

Again, (i) follows from the fact that both candidates choose a centrist policy under the Benchmark model for all values of \( q \). However, for (ii), under the Identity model, Proposition 1 shows that as policy polarization increases, the candidates choose policy that is increasingly biased toward ingroup citizens. Therefore, the incentive to vote for an ingroup candidate with a lower relative ability increases with \( q \). Lastly, for (iii), note that when there is no policy polarization, candidates choose a centrist policy under both the Identity and Benchmark models, which implies the result.

### 2.2 Summary of theoretical findings and identification strategy

While our model is a simplified setting, it captures the features of political competition that are affected by social identities and polarization. Importantly, ex post policy discretion implies that citizens face uncertainty regarding which policy the candidates will select once in office. In such a setting, citizens look to cues that signal candidates’ preferences, and hence are informative for predicting the candidates’ policy choices. Absent identity cues, citizens might expect all candidates to maximize aggregate utility and choose a centrist policy. In a setting with identity division, however, the group identity model predicts that candidates will favor policy positions that disproportionately benefit the ingroup. This implies that citizens will interpret identity cues as a signal that the co-partisan candidate will select policies that are consistent with the political values and norms of the group, and hence rationally respond to these cues by voting in a partisan manner.

The formal theory that we present in this section illustrates a novel insight regarding the relationship between affective and policy polarization. Namely, the impact of affective polariza-
ation on partisan voting is a function of the degree of underlying polarization in policy preferences (see Corollary 1 (ii)). Importantly, this relationship is driven by the instrumental impact of affective polarization: Intuitively, when policy preferences are homogenous, there is little scope for choosing a policy that favors the ingroup, and citizens will expect the candidates to take a centrist policy if elected. Therefore, citizens will prioritize the ability dimension when voting. As policy preferences polarize, however, citizens will expect candidates to take partisan policy positions to cater to the interests of the ingroup. In this case, partisan identity becomes the dominant concern when selecting between the candidates.

In addition to characterizing the expressive and instrumental impact of partisan identity on citizens’ voting decision, the theory guides our experimental approach for empirically distinguishing between these two channels of influence: our identification strategy follows from the results of Corollary 1, and exploits the prediction that the size of the instrumental impact of affective polarization is dependent on the degree of underlying policy polarization. Specifically, the Identity model generates the following two insights:

1. Given no policy polarization, ingroup voting is driven solely by expressive motives.
2. Since expressive payoffs are constant, any increase in ingroup voting as preference polarization increases is driven solely by instrumental motives.

First, (1) allows us to identify the level of expressive partisan voting by measuring the proportion of individuals who vote for an ingroup candidate with lower relative ability when policy preferences are not polarized. Second, (2) allows us to identify the level of instrumental partisan voting for any other degree of preference polarization by accounting for the level of expressive partisan voting identified in (1).

3 Experimental Design

Our experimental design mirrors the theoretical framework previewed above: In the experiment, both candidates and citizens belong to one of two identity-groups. Our approach follows the experimental tradition of Fowler and Kam, 2007 or Chen and Li, 2009, which examine the effect of identity on decision-making in an incentivized environment. However, instead of focusing on the measurement of individual preferences, we study the impact of group identity on strategic choice in a collective decision-making situation (as in Landa and Duell, 2015).

We induce affective preferences over these groups by a standard minimal-group interven-
tion, which has been shown to result in an in-group preference (Tajfel and Billig, 1974; Goette, Huffman and Meier, 2006; Chen and Li, 2009; Landa and Duell, 2015). We use exogenously assigned group membership for our baseline treatment since it precludes the possibility that group membership is systematically correlated with other subject characteristics. We discuss treatments with endogenous sorting into groups based on natural identities in Section X. In addition to providing a group label, Group A or Group B, identity groups correspond to citizen’s ideal points in the three-point policy space; specifically, we precisely control the degree of polarization in citizens’ policy preferences by changing the degree of correlation between citizens’ group membership and their ideal policy points: in the case of no polarization in policy preferences, all citizens have ideal points at the center; in the case of full polarization, one group is located at the left extreme while the other is at the right extreme.

Our baseline treatment varies the distribution of citizens’ policy preferences within subjects. That is, subjects face decision situations in which polarization in citizens’ policy preferences is absent (probability a citizen holds extreme preferences, \( q \), is 0), some degree of polarization (probabilities of extreme preferences are .25, .5, or .75), or full polarization of citizens (probability a citizens holds extreme preference is 1). We will denote citizens and candidates given their group membership as A- or B-citizens/candidates.

3.1 Stages of the experiment

The group inducement stage happens at the beginning of each session. Subjects are randomly assigned into one of two groups of equal size, labeled “Group A” or “Group B,” after they receive instructions for the voting game but before the voting game commences.

The voting game stage simulates an interaction in the laboratory mirroring the structure and payoffs as laid out in Section 2. The experiment utilizes the strategy method. That is, each subject makes decisions in the role of a candidate and in the role of a citizen for all potential distributions of citizens’ ideal points and all possible combinations of candidate abilities.

As candidates, subjects decide how to allocate up to 10 tokens to the three positions of a preference space, Left, Center, or Right. We characterize the candidate decision by the probability with which citizens are located at the extreme of the preference space – Left for A and Right for B. This probability is either .0, .25, .5, .75, or 1 (corresponding to \( q \), the level of preference polarization).
As citizens, subjects make a choice between two candidates: Candidate A or Candidate B. When citizens are asked to make their decision between two candidates, they are given the ability of the two candidates, which can either be low, medium, or high. Additionally, they are also told the probability that citizens are located at the extreme of the preference space. This probability is also either 0, .25, .5, .75, or 1.

The decisions environment is characterized by the probability with which citizens are at the extreme (0, .25, .5, .75, 1); this probability is assigned without replacement to a block of 9 rounds for each subject. At the beginning of this block, subjects make their allocation decision in the role of a candidate and then make 9 voting decisions between the candidates of each group while the probability of them being at the extreme is fixed but the ability of candidates varies. The order of decision blocks and the order of vote-pairings within the block is randomized; therefore, subjects face decision environments in different orders.

After the voting game concludes, subjects play one round of a dictator game, where they are randomly chosen to be either a sender or a receiver. While the senders make their decision of how much of 10 Tokens to share with a randomly matched partner, they are told the group membership of that partner. Finally, subjects answer a questionnaire about basic demographics and the choices they made in the experiment.

In our experiment, subjects make decisions as candidate and citizen. Here, we are not so much interested in their behavior as candidates: making an allocation decision in a given decision environment is supposed to help subjects to form beliefs about what candidates may do, a belief that will then inform subjects’ choices as citizens. The behavior of citizens we approximate outside of the laboratory is characterized by uncertainty about what representatives are going to do once in office. Confronting the citizen with the mental exercise of envisioning what s/he would do and inferring beliefs about what politicians will do is reasonable. Also, the implementation of how allocation decisions are made makes them a measure of in-group favoritism. Subjects allocation choices as candidate can not be directly motivated by re-election concerns because citizens do not learn about the specific allocation decisions of candidates they may choose. In this way, the allocation decision is an expression of subjects distributional preferences as modeled in Section 2.
3.2 Payoffs

Subjects are paid depending on their and other subjects’ choices in the voting game and the dictator game. At the end of the voting game subjects are paid out based on one randomly chosen decision situation. That is, one subject from each identity group is chosen to be a candidate and is assigned an ability. Additionally, one distribution of citizens’ payoffs, $q$, is selected. Next, the subjects actual voting decisions for this distribution and set of candidate abilities are used to determine the “winning” candidate (the candidates’ votes are excluded): the candidate who received a larger share of votes is the winning candidate and receives 15 tokens (ties are randomly broken); the loosing candidate receives 5 tokens.

Lastly, the winning candidate’s token allocation is used to determine the payoffs of the subjects not chosen as candidates (citizens). That is, each subject is assigned an ideal point equal to the partisan extreme with probability $q$. Corresponding to the model, if assigned an extreme ideal point, A-citizens receive 1 token for each 1 token allocated to Left and .5 tokens for each 1 token allocated to the Center, and B-citizens receive 1 token for each 1 token allocated to Right and .5 tokens for each 1 token allocated to Center. Subjects assigned an ideal point of Center receive 1 token for each token allocated to center, and .5 tokens for each token allocated to Right or Left. Additionally, all citizens receive 2 tokens if the winning candidate has a “low” ability, 3 tokens if “average” ability, and 5 tokens if “high” ability.

In the dictator game, subjects are paid depending on the decision of the sender in a given matched pair. That is, how a sender decided to split 10 tokens between herself and the receiver, becomes the payoff from the dictator game.

Ultimately, subjects received 5 Euro (7 Dollars) show-up fee plus the tokens they earned at an exchange rate of 60 cents for 1 token.

3.3 Identification and Hypothesis

In our experiment, subjects make decisions both as candidate and citizen. While our focus is on the decisions of the subjects in their role as a citizen and the expressive and instrumental impact of partisan identity, the decisions that subjects make as candidates allow us to measure the level of affect induced by the identity categories. In particular, with full preference polarization ($q = 1$), the candidate decision is equivalent to a standard “divide-the-dollar” game, which allows us to compare in-group affect in our setting to earlier papers.
Importantly, since subjects cast votes for all candidate-ability pairs. Accordingly, relative candidate ability functions as a metric that allows us to measure how subjects trade-off between the candidates’ ability and their identity as a function of the underlying preference distribution. As detailed in the Theory section, the Identity Model predicts that from an instrumental perspective the subjects should favor the in-group candidate to the extent that they expect candidates to choose partisan policy. Therefore, our first hypothesis distinguishes between the Benchmark model, which predicts that citizens will always select the candidate with higher ability, and the Identity model, which predicts that citizens will favor their co-partisan candidate. Before stating the hypothesis, however, we first introduce the following term, will be useful for the remainder of the paper:

**Definition 1 (Partisan Voting)**

*We define “Partisan Voting” as voting for the in-group candidate when the in-group candidate has a lower ability relative to the out-group candidate.*

That is, we only refer to voting for the in-group candidate as “partisan” when it is costly in ability terms.

**Hypothesis 1 (Identity Model v Benchmark)**

*Subjects will vote for whichever candidate has a higher level of ability (no partisan voting).*

If this hypothesis is falsified, we have not distinguished whether partisan voting is due to expressive or instrumental concerns. That is, in order to identify the instrumental impact of affective polarization we must first account for expressive voting, which might also cause subject to vote in a partisan manner. To clarify on our use of “instrumental” and “expressive,” we use “instrumental” to refer to partisan voting that is due to pecuniary incentives (e.g. altruistic motives can be instrumental, since they are payoff-based), while we use “expressive” to refer to non-payoff incentives (e.g. an emotional utility for casting a vote for the in-group candidate).

We measure the baseline level of expressive voting by eliciting subjects’ votes between the candidates in a setting with no policy polarization. That is, when all citizens have an ideal point at the center of the policy distribution \((q = 0)\) then all citizens receive equal policy payoffs, regardless of the token allocation of the winning candidate. Therefore, the group identity model

---

*Note that, for each distribution of ideal points, subjects take decisions as a candidate before taking decisions as a citizen. While it is possible that the act of choosing policies as a candidate affects subjects’ beliefs over the actions of the other subjects (in their role as candidates), we kept the order constant to preserve comparability across subjects and rounds. The order of ideal point distributions (probability at which a citizen is at the extreme), however, was randomized at the individual level.*
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predicts that both candidates will choose equivalent policies, and citizens have no instrumental incentive to vote for their co-partisan candidate.

This implies that the observed level of partisan voting in the setting with no policy polarization provides a benchmark level of expressive voting, which is constant across the distributions of ideal points. In accordance with the theoretical predictions, however, the level of instrumental partisan voting will increase with the level of policy polarization.

This gives us our second hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 2 (Identifying Instrumental Voting)**

The aggregate level of in-group voting is constant across ideal point distributions.

Note that our experiment is designed to precisely instrumental voting. For expressive voting, however, our measure represents an upper bound since, for example, subject errors may be classified as expressive voting.

Lastly, the identity model predicts that the level of partisan voting is an increasing function of the level of in-group affect ($\lambda$). In Section X, we detail the results of several natural-identity treatments that are aimed to create variation in the level of affect across the identity groups and test the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 3 (Increasing Affect)**

The aggregate level of in-group voting is constant across identity groups.

### 3.4 Session and summary statistics

In 7 sessions with 24 subjects each (one with 26), we collect, for each subject, 45 observations as citizen and 5 observations as candidate in the three single identity treatments. In total, we collect observations on 170 subjects with a total of 7650 citizen-round observations. The total number of candidate-round observations is 850. Given that subjects make decisions in the strategy method we have as many independent observations as subjects in the experiment. Subjects earning range from 7.7 to 20 Euro, average session earnings range from 12.9 to 18 Euros.

For citizens, the variable of interest is their voting decision, that is, their choice of either candidate A or B. For candidates, we record their allocation decision, that is, their allocation

---

9 That is, our identifying assumption is that the level of expressive voting (and errors) is constant across ideal-point distributions. Also, as detailed in the Theory section, we also assume that the probability of being pivotal is constant, or non-decreasing, in $q$ – we show that this assumption holds in the following section.

10 Table 1 in the appendix provides an overview of these statistics.
of, in sum, up to 10 tokens to the positions left, center, and right. Each of citizens’ decisions situation is characterized by the probability of the citizen being positioned at the extreme (and not the center), a probability that is either 0, .25, .5, .75, or 1). Also, the two candidates citizens’ face are assigned an ability of either low, medium, or high. Similar to citizens, candidates decision situation is also characterized by a realization of the same possible probabilities of how citizens are distributed.\textsuperscript{11}

4 Results

4.1 Partisan voting and policy preferences

We start our investigation by assessing the prevalence of partisan voting in the baseline treatment, where we induce group identities using a minimal group intervention. For this subsection, we report the results of the two baseline sessions run in Berlin together with one baseline session run at FSU (subject’s average choices do not vary systematically between the two settings). In the previous section, we define partisan voting as voting for the in-group candidate when the in-group candidate has a lower ability relative to the out-group candidate. Accordingly, when considering partisan voting, we restrict our attention to data from the decision situations where the in-group candidate has a lower ability relative to the out-group candidate (which is less that half of a subject’s voting choices). However, we also consider the overall rate in-group voting (generally, as expected, subjects vote for the in-group candidate when partisan and ability incentives align).

We also assess whether partisan voting is consistent with citizens’ beliefs about what candidates are most likely to do or is it only psychologically sustained (i.e., as in the by experimentalists well know in-group favoritism that is easily induced in the laboratory). Subjects’ allocation choices as candidates are one measure of such beliefs. We define partisan allocations as candidate allocations to the extreme that have the potential, given the distribution of citizens, to favor in-group citizens: A-candidates who allocate tokens to Left and B-candidates who allocate tokens to Right whenever the probability that citizens are located at the extreme is higher than the one that they are located at the center.

We begin by documenting subjects’ behavior for decision situations in which the probability that citizens are located at the extreme position, $q$, is equal to one; that is, all A-citizens have

\textsuperscript{11}Table 11 in the appendix gives the summary statistics on voting decision and allocation decision by treatment.
an ideal point of Left and B-citizens have an ideal point of Right. This decision-environment maximizes the degree of policy conflict between the two groups, and is equivalent to a zero-sum “divide the dollar” game. We find a strong bias among subjects to cast their vote for a candidate of their group: the average rate of in-group voting is .81 (.76,.85). Since citizens face candidates in each decision situation who are also characterized by a randomly assigned ability, low, medium, or high, citizens’ in-group favoritism in their voting decisions may simply be a function of a positive differences in candidate ability between in- and out-group candidate (=in-group ability differences). Figure 2, however, clearly demonstrates that the finding of partisan voting is independent of the difference in ability between a candidate who shares a group membership with citizens and those who do not.

Figure 2: **Partisan voting:** Rate of in-group voting in the A vs B-treatment with polarization in policy preferences of 1 (full polarization) by in-group ability difference

![Rate of in-group voting](image)

Figure 3: **Partisan allocation:** Allocation to partisan extreme (Left for Candidate A and Right for Candidate B) and center in A vs B-treatment with polarization in policy preferences of 1 (full polarization)

![Partisan allocation](image)

Specifically, we see that citizens overwhelmingly choose a candidate of their own group when this candidate is assigned the same or a higher ability than the candidate of the other group, as to be expected. Interestingly, even when the own candidate is of lower ability than the other candidate, the in-group candidate is still preferred; in more than 60% of the decisions, citizens elect this candidate at an ability difference that amounts to a loss of 1 or 2 tokens and still in more than 40% of the decisions at a cost of 3 tokens.

In summary, we find:

---

12Here and throughout, we show 95%-confidence bound computed based on a subject-level clustered bootstrap. The results in this section are also robust to separating in-group voting by group membership, see Figure 12 in the Appendix.
Result 1 (Identity-Based Voting)

Subjects disproportionately vote for their co-partisan candidate for all levels of ability differences between in- and out-group candidates.

Result 1 confirms our first alternative hypothesis (Hypothesis 1 – Identity Model v Benchmark), showing that subjects vote in accordance with the identity model, and are willing to vote for their co-partisan candidate, even when this candidate has a lower relative ability.

Note, the decisions situations in which citizens have to choose between the own candidate and the other candidate where the ability of the own candidate is lower than the one of the other candidate are the relevant test cases for the existence of partisan voting. When the ability of the own candidate is higher than the ability of the other candidate, voting for the own candidate because of shared group membership and voting for her because of ability concerns are not separable.

However, it turns out that candidates allocate heavily to the position where their own groups’ citizens are most likely to reside. They allocate on average, 5.54 (5.11,5.97) tokens to the extreme (Left and Right) but only 2.30 (1.97,2.62) to the Center. Figure 3 cleanly illustrates this in-group biased pattern.

Subjects show similar patterns of in-group favoring behavior in their decisions as candidate than they do as citizen. Observing such in-group favoritism in form of partisan voting as well as partisan allocations could be interpreted as expressive choice but citizens in-group favoring vote choices may also simply reflect their expectations about candidates’ behavior.

4.1.1 Is partisan voting an expressive or instrumental choice?

We established the existence of partisan voting at a level of policy preference polarization among citizens which would have called for no polarization in candidates’ allocations (= in citizens’ beliefs about what candidates are going to do) assuming a rational agent; but is this finding enough to conclude behavior we induce is expressive? We ask what is the relationship between partisan voting as well as partisan allocations on the one side and polarization in citizens’ assigned policy preferences on the other? Ultimately, when partisan voting as well as partisan allocations vary with polarization in citizens’ policy preferences in similar ways, what seems to be group biased behavior cannot be exclusively called an expressive choice any longer.

In the experiment, we vary the probability that citizens are located at the extreme of the
policy space (Left for A-citizens and Right for B-citizens) from all citizens in the Center (probability 0) to all A-citizens are located Left and all B-citizens are located Right (probability 1) in steps of .25. Figure 4 demonstrate an increase in partisan voting with increasing polarization in policy preferences in those decision situations where the own candidate is characterized by lower ability than the other candidate. In decision situations where the own candidate is at least as good, in terms of ability, as the other candidate, we observe a ceiling effect: partisan voting is at its maximum anyways.
In particular, when the ability of the in-group candidate is lower, citizens choose their in-group candidate when all citizens are located at the center with probability 1. When the probability that citizens are located at the extreme is 1, however, citizens pick the in-group candidate at a rate of $0.56$ ($0.46, 0.66$). Speaking in terms of change, the marginal effect of increasing the probability of citizens begin located at the extreme positions by 1%, increases citizens’ propensity to vote for their group’s candidate by $3.0$ ($2.0, 4.0$) % overall. The marginal effect grows to $6.6$ ($4.2, 9.0$) % if that candidate has a lower ability than the other candidate and lowers to $1.3$ ($0.0, 2.3$) % if that candidate has at least as good of an ability as the other candidate.\(^{13}\)

The following result summarizes these findings:

**Result 2 (Instrumental partisan voting)**

*The aggregate level of partisan voting is increasing in the level of polarization of citizens’ assigned policy preferences ($q$).*

This result confirms our main hypothesis (Hypothesis 2 – Identifying Instrumental Voting) and shows that subjects respond to the instrumental impact of the candidates’ biased policy choices. As detailed in the previous section, partisan voting for the case of no polarization in policy preferences ($q = 0$) provides a benchmark of the level of expressive partisan voting – as

\(^{13}\)Estimates of the marginal effects are computed based on a regression of in-group voting on the probability of citizens being positioned on the extreme, round of play, and in which block in the experiment the specific probability occurred; the effect shown is the average marginal effect of a change in probability of citizens being positioned on the extreme of $0.25$ when the other variables are hold at their mean.
seen in figure 4, comparing the cases of no polarization in policy preferences \((q = 0)\) and full polarization in policy preferences \((q = 1)\), the level of socially-costly partisan voting increases by over 70 percent – an increase that can be attributed to the instrumental impact of affective polarization.

In the Theory section, we assume that agents perceive their probability of influencing the election outcome as constant. While our experiment consists of a medium-sized election (22 voters), it is possible that subjects take into account the strategic response of other subjects when forming their belief about their probability of being pivotal. Accordingly, subjects may anticipate that their probability of being pivotal is a function of the distribution of ideal points \((q)\), and may be more likely to vote expressively when the probability of being pivotal is low. This could affect our identification strategy if the probability of being pivotal is negatively correlated with \(q\). Note, however, that the probability of being pivotal is increasing with the degree of partisan voting, which implies that the probability of being pivotal is positively correlated with \(q\). Therefore, the observed voting behavior is consistent with our interpretation of partisan voting for \(q = 0\) as an upper bound on expressive voting.

Figure 6: **Partisan voting by ability difference:** Partisan voting when the ability difference between candidates is low (candidate ability in-group/out-group is low/medium or medium/high) or high (candidate ability in-group/out-group is low/high)

Lastly, we consider the sensitivity of partisan voting to the degree of difference in candidate ability. In figure 6, we show the level of partisan voting when the ability difference between the in-group candidate and the out-group candidate is “low” and “high” (we group low/medium and medium/high since subject behavior is not significantly different between the two). While the data show that, as predicted, partisan voting does decrease as the ability difference between
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the candidates increases, this decrease appears to be solely due to a decrease in expressive partisan voting. That is, while the level of partisan voting decreases substantially for $q = 0$ (expressive voting), the degree to which partisan voting increases with $q$ (instrumental voting) remains unaffected.

Next, we consider whether instrumental partisan voting is rational based on the allocation decisions of the candidates. Broadly, we see that variation in partisan voting is mirrored in the candidates’ average allocation choices. When the probability of citizens being located at the extreme (Left for A-citizens and Right for B-citizens) increases, allocation to the extreme position where the own group is more and more likely to reside increases (See Figure 5). That is, A-candidates put more tokens, on average, to Left while B-candidates allocate more to Right.

In particular, average allocation of tokens to the extreme position in a decision situation with a probability of 1 that citizens are at the extreme is 6.78 (5.99,7.58) while it is only 1.81 (1.27, 2.35) with a probability of 0. Average allocation to the Center is 1.20 (.64,1.77) at a probability of citizens being at the extreme of 1 but is 7.23 (6.52,8.00) at a probability of 1. The marginal effect of a change in the probability that citizens are located at the extreme of .25 leads to rise of allocation to the extreme of 1.31 (1.09,1.53) tokens but to a decline in allocation to the center of 1.61 (1.85,1.37).

Our data show that, on average, when compared to the voting behavior that would maximize individual payoffs, partisan voting is too low for high degrees of polarization in policy preferences, and too high for low degrees of polarization in policy preferences – i.e. subjects’ behavior is consistent with the model’s predictions regarding the comparative statics, but are off on the levels. Moreover, this pattern of behavior shows that partisan voting is not purely driven by a subset of citizens who always vote along partisan lines: only 14 percent of citizens vote for their co-partisan candidate when the cost (in ability difference) is high and polarization in policy preferences is low, while 61 percent vote for their co-partisan candidate when the cost is low and polarization in policy preferences is high.

4.2 Evaluating the effect of increasing affect

The results of the baseline treatment confirm the predictions of the identity model with respect to partisan voting and the polarization of policy preferences, and identifies both expressive and instrumental partisan voting. In this subsection, we report the results of two treatments.
designed to vary our second mediator, the *intensity* of partisan affect ($\lambda$).

To vary the level of partisan affect, we modify our baseline design to divide subjects into groups based on their reply to a question designed to elicit a natural, or “real world” identity. For the FSU sample, subjects were allocated to groups based on whether they reported that they more strongly identify with the Democratic/Republican party.\textsuperscript{14} For the Berlin sample, subjects were allocated to groups based on whether they reported that they more strongly identify as a Car/Bike person. While this may seem as a strange choice of identity-group, a pre-experiment survey of the experimental pool in Berlin showed that students rank Car/Bike as being more important than religious or political affiliations and that subjects are evenly split between Car and Bike.

We first focus on the results from FSU, where we utilized partisan political identity to divide subjects into groups. To place the results in some context, the sessions at FSU were run in June of 2016, shortly after Donald Trump had secured the nomination as the republican presidential candidate. Given the charged election atmosphere and the contentious nature of the 2016 presidential election, we had the ex ante expectation that the level of partisan affect induced by subjects’ party id would be significantly greater than a minimal group intervention.

As shown in the left-hand-side graph in Figure 7, however, we see that the pattern of partisan voting is nearly identical for the party id and minimal group treatments. That is, comparing treatments, we find no evidence that greater affect results in a higher degree of partisan voting. However, looking at the allocation decisions of the subjects as candidates, we see that this null finding is due to a treatment failure: As detailed the experimental design section, subjects’ allocation decisions when $q = 1$ gives us a measure of in-group affect, since in this case the candidate allocation decision is equivalent to a zero-sum “divide-the-dollar” game. As seen in the right-hand-side graph in Figure 7, subjects’ allocation is slightly less biased towards the in-group for the party id treatment on average (this difference, however, is not significant). Therefore, given the non-increase in the partisan bias of the candidates’ allocations, the non-increase in partisan voting is perfectly in line with the theoretical predictions.

\textsuperscript{14}We ran this treatment at FSU since questionnaires showed that their subject pool was roughly evenly divided between Dem/Rep – we also inform subjects of this fact before they select a group.
Figure 7: Partisan voting: rate of in-group voting by policy preference polarization and treatment for negative ability difference between in- and out-group candidate

This treatment failure, however, is interesting in and of itself, and we offer two potential explanations for the finding. First, the use of a natural identity may triggers an social norm against discrimination that is absent when group membership is randomly assigned. Indeed, the results of the non-political natural identity treatment from Berlin are consistent with this explanation. As seen in Figure 7, despite a small increase in average allocations to the in-group (which is marginally significant), subjects display a slight decrease in the level of aggregate partisan voting.

A second explanation concerns our experimental pool. When making choices over the distribution of payoffs as candidates, the subjects have two pieces of information about the recipients: 1) their party ids, and 2) that they are all students attending the same university. That is, while the subject may have a different partisan identity than the subject in the out-group, given their common status as students, they are ostensibly relatively close to members of the out-group on other social dimensions such as age, socioeconomic characteristics and which sport team they support. Therefore, another way to interpret our results is that we find that, controlling for many other dimensions of social identity, the impact of partisan identity is no greater than a minimal group intervention. One caveat on this interpretation is that we chose FSU precisely because it features a student body that is roughly evenly split between Dem/Rep – it is possible, either due to selection or socialization, that party id has a greater impact at universities with a student body that is more homogenous in its political leanings.

Lastly, while our party id treatment fails to implement a higher level of affect than our mini-
mal group treatment, subjects were asked to self-report the strength of their party-identification in an ex-post experimental questionnaire. Therefore, we can still use the variation in the strength of party identity within the subject pool to investigate the impact of higher affect. Note that our treatments were not explicitly designed to test the impact of higher affect using within-session variation therefore, this ex-post analysis should be considered as an exploratory analysis.

The left-hand graph in Figure 9 shows that our measure of expressive partisan voting features no significant difference between subjects who reported a strong and weak party identification, albeit with a small sample size. At larger values of $q$, however, we see a significant increase in the level of partisan voting for strongly partisan subjects. This suggests an increase in instrumental partisan voting that is driven by higher expectations of partisan bias among strongly partisan subjects. Interestingly, as seen in figure 10 we do not observe an increase in partisan bias when considering the allocation decisions of the subjects with strong and weak party identification.

Figure 9: **Partisan voting**: Rate of in-group voting in A vs B-treatment by policy preference polarization for negative ability difference between in- and out-group candidate and equal or better in-group ability

![Partisan voting graph](image)

Figure 10: **Partisan allocation**: Allocation to partisan extreme (Left for Candidate A and Right for Candidate B) and center in A vs B-treatment by policy preference polarization

![Partisan allocation graph](image)

Based on the observation of increased partisan voting for subjects with strong party identification, we state the following result.

**Result 3**

*Our experiment gives weak evidence for an increase in partisan voting with stronger affect.*

This result, however, comes with the caveat that our experiment failed to induce stronger partisan affect between treatments.
5 Conclusion

In this paper we provided evidence for how instrumental motivations drive partisan voting and that this relationship is strongest when there is large underlying polarization in policy preferences. We are not arguing that expressive concerns are not a driver of partisan voting. For sure, with stronger group identities than the one we induce or prime in the laboratory, expressive voting exists. We do claim that some parts of what seems to be expressive voting is actually instrumental. The fact that expressive and instrumental concerns interact in determining political behavior is not new. In the context of political polarization, however, our theoretical and empirical investigation is the first to separate expressive and instrumental motivations for behaviors and attitude so prevalent in the world right now.

In addition to confirming an instrumental channel between affective polarization and partisan voting, our research provides suggestive evidence for how identity may magnify the effect of policy polarization. While policy polarization is not sufficient to cause partisan behavior alone – a society divided into two groups with starkly divergent policy preferences but low levels of affective polarization may still support a relatively consensual, non-partisan and efficient political system – our findings suggest that socially-costly partisan behavior will occur when both policy and affective polarization are high. In this case, as a society becomes polarized on a social dimension, voters come to expect a higher degree of partisanship from elected officials, which causes them to rationally respond by voting along partisan lines, leading to the selection of candidates with lower average levels of valence.

This narrative is particularly problematic when applied to the US context, where evidence suggests that social polarization is occurring along an explicitly political dimension (Republican/Democrat). In this case, it may be possible for a self-reinforcing cycle to occur: affective polarization leads to the perception of increasing divergence in the policy platforms of the two parties – in turn, this may cause partisan identities to strengthen, leading to an even greater degree of social polarization and a further increase in partisan behavior.
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5.1 Proofs for Section 2

Proof of Lemma 1:
First, note that the candidates’ aggregate payoffs are constant and equal to \( x^I + x^W \). Next, note that \( \max_p \sum_N v(p, p_i) = \{0, 1, 0\} \) since a “policy unit” placed at \( p^m \) generates aggregate payoffs of \( n(1 - q) + nq \), while a policy unit placed at \( p^I \) or \( p^W \) generates aggregate payoffs of \( 1/2n(1 - q) + nq \). Lastly, given that valence is a public good, aggregate payoffs are of course higher when the candidate with \( \alpha_k \) of all citizens vote for the highest-valence candidate. \( \square \)

Proof of Lemma 2:
Since the equilibrium concept is SPNE, by backward induction, the winning candidate will choose the policy that maximizes their social preferences, \( g(x^I, x^I^*) = \sum_{j \neq i} r(j) \). And since payoffs are separable, this is equivalent to the following \( \max_p \sum_N \sqrt{v(p, p_i)} \), which is equal to \( \{0, 1, 0\} \) by the proof of Lemma 1. \( \square \)

Proof of Lemma 3:
As in the above proof, the winning candidate will choose the policy that maximizes their social preferences, \( g(x^I, x^I^*) \), which results in the following maximization problem:

\[
\max_p \left( \lambda \sum_i F(v(p, p_i)) + (1 - \lambda) \sum_i E(v(p, p_i)) \right).
\]

For simplicity, we assume \( c^A \) wins the election and sets \( p^w = p^A \) (\( p^B \) is symmetric).

To prove the result, we focus on the marginal utility that \( c^A \) receives from shifting a unit of policy to \( p^I \), given \( p^A = \{0, 1, 0\} \). Note that:

\[
E[v(p^w, p_i)] = q(p^I + 0.5p^W) + (1 - q)(0.5p^I + p^m + 0.5p^R),
\]

for \( i \in A \), and

\[
E[v(p^w, p_i)] = (1 - q)(0.5p^I + p^m + 0.5p^R) + q(0.5p^m + p^R),
\]

for \( i \in B \). Therefore, the relative marginal utility of partisan policy at \( p^A = \{0, 1, 0\} \) is equal to:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda(n/2 - 1) &\frac{1}{2} E[v(\{0, 1, 0\}, p_i) | i \in A]^{-1} \frac{1}{2} q - \frac{1}{2} (1 - q) \\
+ (1 - \lambda)(n/2 - 1) &\frac{1}{2} E[v(\{0, 1, 0\}, p_i) | i \in B]^{-1} \frac{1}{2} q - \frac{1}{2} (1 - q)
\end{align*}
\]

which is positive iff:

\[
\lambda \frac{1}{2} q - \frac{1}{2} (1 - q) > (1 - \lambda) \left[ \frac{1}{2} (1 - q) + \frac{1}{2} q \right] \Rightarrow \lambda(2q - 1) > 1 - \lambda.
\]

(Note that the same calculation for \( p^R \) yields the equation \( (1 - \lambda)(2q - 1) > \lambda \), which implies that \( p^R = 0 \), since the marginal relative utility of placing a unit of policy at the outgroup extreme is always negative.) Therefore, \( p^A = \{0, 1, 0\} \) if Equation 11 does not hold, and that \( p^A = \{p^I, p^m, 0\} \) with \( p^I > 0 \) if Equation 11 holds. \( \square \)

Proof of Proposition 1:
The proof follows from Expression 10 and Equation 11 in the proof of Lemma 3 above. First,
fixing $\lambda$, there exists $q^*$ such that $\lambda(2q - 1) = 1 - \lambda$, since $\lambda > 0.5$. Specifically:

$$q^* = \frac{1 - \lambda}{2\lambda} + \frac{1}{2}.$$

For, $q < q^*$, Equation 11 does not hold, and as shown in the proof of Lemma 3, the unique equilibrium policy for both candidates is to set $p' = \{0, 1, 0\}$: for $q > q^*$, however, both candidates will allocate a strictly positive amount to ingroup extreme. For convenience, assume $c^A$ wins the election. In this case, $c^A$ will set $p', p^m$ such that the relative marginal utility of partisan policy (Expression 10) is equal to zero. That is:

$$\frac{E[v(\{p', p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in A]}{E[v((p', p^m, 0), p_i)|i \in B]} = \left(\frac{\lambda(2q - 1)}{(1 - \lambda)}\right)^2$$

(12)

Both the RHS and LHS of Equation 12 are continuous in $q, \lambda$ and $p^r$. Moreover, for $q > q^*$, the LHS is increasing in $p'$ since $E[v(\{p^r, p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in A]$ is increasing in $p^r$ and $E[v(\{p^r, p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in B]$ is decreasing in $p^r$, which implies a unique crossing.

For $\partial \Delta x / \partial \lambda$, note that the RHS of Equation 12 is increasing in $\lambda$ while the LHS is constant. Therefore, the equilibrium value of $p'$ is increasing in $\lambda$, which implies that $E[v(\{p', p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in A] - E[v(\{p', p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in B]$ is increasing in $\lambda$ as well.

Second, the case of $\partial \Delta x / \partial q$ is a bit more complex since both the RHS and LHS of Equation 12 are functions of $q$. However, the result can be proved directly. First, we introduce the following simplified notation: $E[v'] = E[v(\{p', p^m, 0\}, p_i)|i \in I]$ and $X = (\lambda(2q - 1)/(1 - \lambda))^2$.

Consider a discrete increase in $q$ to $q' = q + \Delta q$. We wish to show that $E[v'^A] - E[v'^B] > E[v^A] - E[v^B]$ or, equivalently, that $\Delta E[v^A] > \Delta E[v^B]$. Using this notation and rearranging Equation 12, we get:

$$E[v'^A] + (X + \Delta X)E[v'^B] = 0 = E[v^A] + XE[v^B].$$

And since $X$ is increasing in $q$, which implies that $\Delta X > 0$, we get:


Rearranging this equation gives:

$$\Delta E[v^A] + X\Delta E[v^B] > 0 \Rightarrow \Delta E[v^A] > X\Delta E[v^B].$$

Note that since $X > 1$ this expression implies that $\Delta E[v^A] > \Delta E[v^B]$, which proves the result for a discrete change. Lastly, since all expressions are continuous in $q$, this result holds as $\Delta q \to 0$. ■

Proof of Proposition 2:

Lemma 2 shows that under the Benchmark model, both candidates will select $p^w = \{0, 1, 0\}$. Since both candidates select the same policy, citizen $i$ receives the following relative expected utility for voting for the ingroup candidate:

$$e_i + \bar{\rho}(\alpha^i - \alpha^i^-),$$

which is positive iff $e_i \geq \bar{\rho}\Delta^\alpha$. ■

Proof of Proposition 3:

Lemma 3 shows that under the Identity model, both candidates may select policy that favors their partisan ingroup. Therefore, citizen $i$ receives the following relative expected utility for
voting for the ingroup candidate:

\[ e_i + \bar{p}(E[x_i|p^I] - E[x_i|p^I^-] + \alpha^I - \alpha^I^-), \]

which is positive iff \( e_i + \bar{p}\Delta x \geq \bar{p}\Delta \alpha \).

**Proof of Corollary 1:**

(i) Follows directly from Proposition 2: Under the Benchmark model the candidates choose the same policy for all \( q \), which implies that citizens have a constant incentive to vote for the ingroup candidate.

(ii) In contrast to (i), Proposition 2 shows that the incentive to vote for the ingroup candidate is increasing in \( q \), since candidates choose more partisan policy for higher \( q \).

(iii) Proposition 1 shows that when \( q = 0 \), there is no instrumental incentive to vote for the ingroup candidate under the Identity model since \( \Delta x = 0 \).
5.2 Statistical appendix

5.2.1 Session statistics

Table 1: Session statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>A vs B</th>
<th>Bike vs Car</th>
<th>Dem vs Rep</th>
<th>Multi ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 24 26</td>
<td>24 24</td>
<td>24 24</td>
<td>24 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>of citizens</td>
<td>1080 1080 1170</td>
<td>1080 1080</td>
<td>1080 1080</td>
<td>864 864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of candidates</td>
<td>120 120 130</td>
<td>120 120</td>
<td>120 120</td>
<td>96 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average earnings (in Euro)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.9 12.9 13.4</td>
<td>14.5 12.9</td>
<td>13.3 14.3</td>
<td>18.0 16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Summary statistics

Figure 11: Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Single ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A vs B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of subjects in A</td>
<td>.50 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of subjects in Bike</td>
<td>.52 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of subjects in Dem</td>
<td>.69 (.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voting decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote for A over B</td>
<td>.52 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote for Bike over Car</td>
<td>.55 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote for Dem vs Rep</td>
<td>.61 (.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote for A-Bike over B-Car</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote for A-Car over B-Bike</td>
<td>.55 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allocation decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2.84 (2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>4.33 (3.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2.68 (2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-Up</td>
<td>2.76 (2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-Up</td>
<td>2.21 (2.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>5.31 (4.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-Down</td>
<td>2.26 (2.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-Down</td>
<td>2.51 (2.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Difference in rate of in-group voting (=partisan voting) and in average in-group allocations (=partisan allocation) between A vs B-treatment and Bike vs Car- as well as Dem vs Rep-treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A vs B vs</th>
<th>Partisan voting</th>
<th>Partisan allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to extreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike vs Car</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-.01 (-.13,.12)</td>
<td>-.34 (-1.35,.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.02 (-.09,.14)</td>
<td>-.56 (-1.31,.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.03 (-.13,.19)</td>
<td>-.13 (-1.10,.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.09 (-.07,.25)</td>
<td>-.40 (-1.29,.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>.15 (-.00,.31)</strong></td>
<td><strong>-.38 (-1.52,.76)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.06 (-.06,.18)</td>
<td><strong>-.36 (-.95,.23)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem vs Rep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>.00 (-.13,.14)</td>
<td>-.11 (-.98,.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-.03 (-.16,.10)</td>
<td><strong>-.94 (-1.68,.20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>-.03 (-.18,.11)</td>
<td>-.01 (-.86,.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.03 (-.10,.17)</td>
<td>.21 (-.75,1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.06 (-.07,.20)</td>
<td>.89 (-.36,2.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.00 (-.11,.13)</td>
<td>.01 (.58,59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Robustness of findings to difference in groups A vs B

Figure 12: **Partisan voting**: Rate of in-group voting in the A vs B-treatment with polarization in policy preferences of 1 (full polarization) by in-group ability difference separated by group membership in A vs B

5.2.4 Robustness of findings in multi-identity treatment

In the multi-identity treatment, citizens are labelled A-Bike-, B-Bike-, A-Car-, or B-Car-citizens according to their group assignment. Assignment to Bike or Car takes place before subjects learn the content of the voting game and assignment to A or B occurs after subjects received...
instructions for the voting game but before the voting game commences. Candidates are asked to allocate up to 16 tokens to the five positions of a preference space: four positions in the extreme corners, Left-Up, Right-Up, Right-Down, or Left-Down, and one position at the Center. Voters decide whether to vote for one of two candidates in two possible pairings of candidates: A-Bike vs B-Car or A-Car vs B-Bike. The probability with which citizens are at the extreme of the preference space is either .25 or .75. Voters are, again, also told the ability and group membership of both of the candidates. The decision environment is described not only by the probability with which citizens are at the extreme (.25 or .75) but also by which pairing of candidates they can choose from: A-Bike vs B-Car or A-Car vs B-Bike. Here, the probability level is fixed for 18 rounds while the pairing of candidate is the same for 9 rounds (while the level of ability varies of those 9 rounds). For payoffs, a decision situation is picked at random: it is represented by a probability, candidate abilities, and a candidate pairing. In this treatment, voters will receive one token for each token that was allocated to the extreme of the preference space associated with their group and half a token for each token that was allocated to a position in the preference space contiguous to the extreme. That is, e.g., a A-Bike-citizen receives 1 token from each 1 token allocated to Left-Up and .5 token from each 1 token allocated to Left-Down, Right-Up, and Center. Similarly, A-Car-, B-Bike-, and B-Car-citizens receive a full 1 token from each 1 token allocated to their extreme corner but only .5 token from each 1 token allocated to the corners contiguous to theirs and to the Center.

In 2 sessions with 24 subjects each, we collect, for each subject, 36 observations as citizen and 4 observations as candidate. In total, we collect 1728 citizen-round observations in the multi-identity treatment. The total number of candidate-round observations is 192.\textsuperscript{15}

Figure 13 and 14 compare in-group voting for and in-group allocations of candidates who share the exact identity of the citizen, those who share their A/B-identity, and those who share their Bike/Car-identity. First, while partisan voting for candidates who share the exact identity with the citizen is larger than the one for those who share the A/B- or Bike/Car-identity, in-group allocations are smallest for this candidate.

Figure 13: Partisan voting: rate of in-group voting by policy preference polarization and type of shared identity – exact, A/B, or Bike/Car-identity – for negative ability difference between in- and out-group candidate

Figure 14: Partisan allocation: rate of allocation to extreme and center by policy preference polarization and type of shared identity – exact, A/B, or Bike/Car-identity

\textsuperscript{15}In session 1 of this treatment, citizens choices were not recorded correctly in the payment file. We therefore paid the for subjects in the role of citizens maximum possible earning of 16 tokens slightly increasing the average payoff of that session relative to the other session of that treatment. Subjects only learned at the moment of payout that this error occurred, in this way, their choices throughout the experiments could not have been affected.
Second, and more importantly, there is, again, a (weak) increase in partisan voting and in partisan allocations with increasing policy preference polarization. The change in partisan voting, however, is not significantly different from zero, i.e., the marginal effect of raising the level of policy preference polarization from .25 to .75 heightens the rate of voting for the in-group candidate who exactly matches the citizens identity by .03 % (-.03,.08). In contrast, more polarization in policy preferences systematically increase allocations to all types of in-group citizens, i.e., those who share an exact, A/B, or Bike/Car-identity with the candidate. A change in polarization from .25 to .75 raises in-group allocations by 2.53 (1.66,3.41) of the candidates who share the exact identity, 3.11 (2.21,4.00) of those who share the A/B-identity, and by 3.33 (2.38,4.28) tokens of those who share the Bike/Car-identity. More polarization also decreases allocation to the center by 4.43 (3.29,5.57) tokens.

5.2.5 Robustness of findings to subject-level idiosyncrasies

We now turn to the question whether the observed patterns are robust to subject-level effects. In other words, are results driven by a small subset of subjects or do we observe a general tendency in behavior. We find, in the aggregate, that partisan voting is driven by instrumental motivations rooted in group identities; in-group voting varies with the level of polarization in policy preferences and is, in this pattern, consistent with candidates’ in-group favoritism when making allocation decision. To characterize subjects’ individual-level behavior, we investigate whether (1) the distribution of individual-level choices is rather narrow around the overall treatment mean, (2) they condition their choices as citizens on their behavior as candidates and whether, and (3) the prevalent behavioral type is one whose choices are driven by instrumental motivations.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of subject-level rates of in-group voting and subject-level average allocations to the in-group extreme (Left for candidates in Group A/Bike/Dem and Right for candidates in group B/Car/Rep). The spread of subjects’ behavior is quite narrow for allocations and follows the aggregate pattern of increasing allocation to the extreme with increasing polarization. The overall average allocation as well as most of the weight in the distribution of subject’s average allocation are moving upwards with increasing probability of the extreme policy preference.
The subject-level pattern for in-group voting is less clear. While the average over subject-level rates of in-group voting are clearly increasing with rising polarization, the spread of this subject-level quantity is certainly wider than what we observe for allocations.

Why is that and is there widespread misfit within subject between allocations and voting behavior? The answer is no. A good approximation of what citizens believe about candidates’ behavior is how they themselves chose to allocate. How do citizens vote when we fill in their own allocation choices in each decision situation (characterized by a probability of extreme preferences and abilities assigned to each candidate)? Is their vote choice strategy a best response to their own allocation decisions paired with the ability difference between candidates? Figure 16 shows that for most subjects it is. 30-40% of subjects always vote for an in-group (out-group) candidate whenever ability difference and their own allocations would give them higher utility than voting for the out-group (in-group) candidate. About 90% of subjects best respond in at least 2/3 of their choices. This is indicated by the dominance of the light gray area in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Subject-level: proportion of a vote choices strategy which is a best response to the subjects’ own allocation decisions, proportion of in-group votes where expected utility from out-group vote was higher, and proportion of out-group votes where expected utility from in-group vote was higher. Each spike represents behavior of one subject.

Between 60-70% of subjects sometimes vote for the in-group candidate even though they would obtain a lower payoff than voting for the out-group candidate substituting candidates’ allocation decisions with their own allocations. Only a handful of subjects, though, does so in more than 1/3 of their choices. Such behavior describes a strategy that is best responding to the expectation that other subjects, in the role of a candidate, allocate more favorable to the in-group than oneself did. Similar numbers and interpretations are obtained for subjects who sometimes vote for the out-group candidate even though they would obtain a lower payoff than voting for the in-group candidate. Such strategy is optimal if the expectation is that other subjects are allocating less favorable to the in-group than oneself did.

Also, with increasing polarization, those subjects who do not best respond to their own allocations all the time, tend to vote for the out-group too often while for low probability of citizens’ preference being extreme. We see a mix of citizens voting for the in-group too often and citizens voting for the in-group not often enough, given their own allocation decisions accounting for ability differences.

Figure 17 shows that the profile of strategies within subject does not change with increasing polarization. For the bulk of subjects, increasing polarization by 25% increases the share of any of the strategies by less than 1%.
Figure 17: Subject-level: distribution of estimated change in share of subject choice type (best responding to own allocations, should vote for in-group but votes for out-group, should vote for out-group but votes for in-group) when polarization increases. Estimate is coefficient on polarization (probability of extreme preference) of regression of share of subject choice type on polarization.

Further, a measure of subjects’ underlying in-group bias is also their allocation decision when the probability that citizens have extreme preferences is 1. In this case, distributing tokens between left, right, and center is a divide-the-dollar-game. Whatever a candidate places in tokens on that extreme associated with his or her group assignment, solely benefits his or her fellow group members in the role of citizens. Figure 18 gives the distribution of subjects’ in-group bias score determined as their allocation to the extreme in-group position at full polarization.
In fact, that ability to express in-group favoritism in allocations, which increases with the level of polarization in citizens' preferences, also has the effect that subjects, when making voting decisions, are more likely to best respond to their own allocations in the role of candidates. Each subject-level increase by one token in allocations to the in-group when citizens’ preferences are extreme with a probability of 1 leads to an increase in the rate at which that subject best response in voting to the own allocation choices by 1% (0.4%, 1.7%). Partisan allocations, in other words, are most crystalized at full polarization.
5.3 Experimental design

5.3.1 Instructions: Treatment A vs B

Introduction
In this experiment you will make a series of choices. At the end of the experiment, you will be paid according to your choices and the choices of other participants. Pay close attention to the instructions because each of your decisions potentially affects your payoff from this experiment. This experiment has two parts. Your total earnings will consist of a show-up fee of 7 Dollars and your earnings from each of the two parts of the experiment. During the course of the experiment you will earn tokens, which will be exchanged into Dollars at the end of the experiment at a rate of

1 Token = 60 Cent.

We will start with a brief instruction period and Part 1 of the experiment. You will then receive instructions for Part 2 of the experiment and finish that part accordingly. Should you have questions while I read out these instructions, please raise your hand and after I have finished reading the instructions, I will come and assist you. Should you have questions during the experiment, please raise your hand at any time.

Part 1
In part 1 of the experiment, you will make 50 decisions: 45 in the role of a Voter and 5 in the role of a Candidate.

Assignment to Group A and Group B
At the beginning of the experiment you will be randomly assigned to either Group A or Group B. You will remain a member of this group until the end of the experiment; that is, until you have made all 50 decisions.

Decisions as Voter
As a voter you will make 45 decisions. In each decision, you will be asked whether you prefer Candidate A, who is a member of Group A, or Candidate B, who is a member of Group B.

While you are making your decisions, you will see the following information on the screen:

1. The level of Ability of Candidate A and Candidate B;

2. The probability with which your Position is either Left, Center, or Right.

The level of ability of Candidate A and Candidate B is either Low, Average, or High.

Importantly, if you are assigned to Group A, your position can only be Left or Center and if you are assigned to Group B, it can only be Center or Right.

Additionally, when you are assigned to Group A, the probability that your Position is Left, and not Center, in the voter decisions is either 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% or 0%. When you are assigned to Group B, the probability that your Position is Right, and not Center, in the voter decisions is either 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% or 0%.

To assist you, you will see those probabilities on your screen while you make your decision.
Decisions as Candidate
As a Candidate you will make 5 decisions. In each decision, you will be ask how you want to allocate up to 10 Tokens to the positions Left, Center, or Right. You may allocate all 10 Tokens to one position, allocate them in any way over two or three positions, allocate less than 10 Tokens, or do not allocate tokens at all.

While you are making your decisions as a Candidate, you will see on the screen the probabilities with which the Voters are distributed over the three positions Left, Center, and Right.

That is, for each candidate decision, you will learn whether the Voters in Group A are always on Position Left (100%) and never on Center (0%), mostly Left (75%) and rarely Center (25%), equally likely Left (50%) and Center (50%), rarely Left (25%) and mostly Center (75%), or never Left (0%) and always Center (100%). You will receive similar information about the probability distribution of Voters in Group B, differing only in the fact that those Voters are either on Position Right or Position Center.

To illustrate the distribution of probabilities of Voters in each decision, you will see them on your screen while making your decisions as a Candidate.

Earnings in part 1 of the experiment
After you have made 45 decisions as a Voter and 5 decisions as a Candidate, your earnings will be calculated as follows:

1. One participant in Group A and one participant in Group B is randomly selected as Candidate A and Candidate B.

2. One of the distribution of probabilities of the Voters Positions is randomly chosen – every distribution is equally likely to be picked.

3. Either a low, average, or high ability is randomly assigned to the two participants who are selected as candidates – each level of ability is equally likely to be picked.

4. The choices of voters in the decision situation that corresponds to the randomly chosen levels of ability of the two candidates, and the randomly picked distribution of probabilities of the Voters Positions, is used to determine whether Candidate A or Candidate B has won the election.

5. The candidate who received a majority of votes of the participants who were not picked to be the candidates is the Winner of the Election; should both candidates receive the same number of votes, a fair coin is tossed to determine the winner.

6. The assigned ability and the allocation of tokens of the Winner of the Election now serves as basis for the earnings of the remaining participants. The two participants who were selected to be the candidates are paid according to the outcome of the election.

Should you be picked to be one of the Candidates for the purpose of determining earnings, your earnings will be

15 Tokens

if you are the Winner of the Election, but only
If you are **not** the Winner of the Election.

If you are picked to be one of the Voters for the purpose of determining earnings, your earnings will be

\[
\text{As a Voter in Position Left:} \\
\text{Income based on the ability of the Winner of the Election} + \text{Tokens Left} + \frac{\text{Tokens Center}}{2}
\]

\[
\text{As a Voter in Position Center:} \\
\text{Income based on the ability of the Winner of the Election} + \text{Tokens Center} + \frac{\text{Tokens Left} + \text{Tokens Right}}{2}
\]

\[
\text{As a Voter in Position Right:} \\
\text{Income based on the ability of the Winner of the Election} + \text{Tokens Right} + \frac{\text{Tokens Center}}{2}
\]

The **Income based on the ability of the Winner of the Election** is **5 Tokens** when the assigned ability is **High**, is **3 Tokens** when the ability is **Average**, and is **2 Tokens** when the ability is **Low**.

Here is an example of how your earnings are calculated. After all participants have made all of their decisions, two participants, one from Group A and one from Group B, are randomly chosen to be Candidate A and Candidate B, respectively. Now, suppose Candidate A from Group A is randomly assigned a low ability and Candidate B from Group B is randomly assigned a high ability. Further, suppose the randomly chosen probability distribution specifies that the Position of Voters in Group A is Left with a probability of 75% and Center with a probability of 25%, and that the Position of Voters in Group B is Right with a probability of 75% and Center with a probability of 25%.

Additionally, assume that in the decision situation with this probability distribution, a Candidate A with low ability, and a Candidate B with high ability, a majority of Voters prefer Candidate B. Further suppose that the participant chosen to be Candidate B allocated 7 Tokens to Position Left, 2 to Position Center, and 1 to Position Right. In this way, the participant who was chosen to be Candidate B receives 15 Tokens as Winner of the Election, and the participant who was chosen to be Candidate A receives 5 Tokens for losing the election. Moreover, of the remaining participants, those chosen to be Voters in Position Left receive \(5 + 7 + \frac{2}{2} = 13\) Tokens, in Position Center receive \(5 + 2 + \frac{7 + 1}{2} = 11\) Tokens, and in Position Right receive \(5 + 1 + \frac{2}{2} = 7\) Tokens.

You will receive instructions for part 2 on your screen at the beginning of that part.

Again, your total earnings in this experiment will consist of a show-up fee of 7 Dollars and your earnings in part 1 and part 2 of the experiment.
5.3.2 Screenshot

Figure 19: Citizen decision screen

Die Fähigkeiten von Kandidat A sind hoch. Die Fähigkeiten von Kandidat B sind nicht."
Figure 20: Candidate decision screen
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